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Financial Services

NILS™ Claims

Process claims
quickly and minimize
your compliance risk

With more than 25,000 laws and regulations affecting claims, simply
identifying requirements impacting daily operations can be a complex, timeconsuming, and costly task. With NILS Claims, the research is already done
for you.
NILS Claims—powered by NILS INsource®, the
most trusted name in insurance compliance
content—uses intuitive search tools to get
users to the information they need quickly and
easily.
Supported by our team of experts with an indepth understanding of the insurance industry,
NILS solutions combine proven technology,
regulatory content and the expertise of Wolters
Kluwer into one tightly-knit, easy-to-use webbased tool. From workflow specific regulatory
content to analysis and forms, NILS operational
compliance tools do it all.
NILS Claims includes access to a regulatory
database with more than 9,000 summaries,
as well as nearly 1,300 claims-related forms
with comprehensive instructions for compliant
completion. NILS Claims is also available for
Property & Casualty, Long-Term Care, and
Medicare Supplement lines of business.

Flexible and dynamic, NILS Claims lets you use
content as befits your needs—as a stand-alone
tool, a resource for updating rules engines
and forms, or a dynamic link to your own
intranet. With its advanced API functionality,
you can embed NILS Claims directly into your
claims processing software. With the ability
to integrate compliant claims requirements
and regulations into automated workflows
benefitting carriers, adjusters, claims handlers
and the insured, you have unmatched
accessibility to regulatory content, no matter
how you work.

NILS Claims Delivers
• Powerful search engines and easy-touse search screens enabling you to find
information by jurisdiction, line of business,
topic, and sub-topic quickly

• Frequent email alerts that keep staff
automatically informed of regulatory
changes, allowing everyone to stay
up-to-date on the latest requirements

• In-depth indexes by topic and subtopic help
you find requirements and understand more
than 9,000 analytical summaries

• Convenient User Notes feature expedites
communication between compliance and
management staffs and users

• Online access to claims forms, allowing quick
and easy identification and completion

• Flexible API functionality using HTTPS
two-way encryption allows users to easily
integrate content into their systems and
workflows. Two-way encryption with HTTPS
SSL provides a secure encryption web
protocol ensuring that your data is safe and
secure when transmitted to and from our API
and your claims management system.

• Daily database updates ensure access to
the most current and accurate regulatory
information and forms
• Expert summaries that provide insight into
the impact of changes to your business so
you can efficiently take actions necessary to
be in compliance

To find out more about NILS Claims or
to request a demonstration, please visit
WoltersKluwerFS.com/Insurance or contact us
at 800.481.1522.
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